
Examining our heart motives.

The following is a little application section that you can bring into several of the Bible studies as an area
of  personal  application  to  discuss.  This  material  is  based  loosely on and considerably adapted  from some
presentations by Rev.  Min Chung at  Covenant  Fellowship Church. This would be appropriate  with studies
where self-examination of our personal motives and attitudes would be relevant, such as the parable of the
talents, the good Samaritan, and the unmerciful servant. 

What are heart motives.
John Calvin wrote that our human hearts are idol factories. In our hearts we ascribe importance to many

things that become the focus of our attention and thoughts, rather than to God. These can be anything from
wealth, reputation, or material things, to wanting to earn respect and prestige at your church or in our Bible
study group, to studying hard so you can get that $60K job you desire in California. When we try to discover the
motive behind all these desires – all these idols that we set up – of course there's pride. But pride expresses itself
in different kinds of basic motivations.  Behind our other desires and behaviors are probably a few basic core
heart  motives that  drive much of what we do. There are basic,  core heart  motives that  feed our pride, and
different people have different heart motives, depending on their personality, that feed their pride and that drive
their various desires and behavior. These heart motives represent basic heart idols that spawn whatever other
idols we make. Many people may be driven by a desire to do well academically, but for some it's a matter of
perfectionism; for others, it's for the purpose of gaining respect from others; yet others do it because they think
deep down that it will help them win the love or liking of parents, friends, or others.  

Perfection.
One of  the  main appeals  of  the forbidden fruit  that  Adam and Eve  took was  a  desire  for  perfect

knowledge, i.e., for a form of perfection – to become like God in a way. Not that they wanted to really become
equal to God, but they desired that sort of perfection. Many of us are driven by a desire to attain some kind of
perfection, or to attain some kind of standards that we have consciously or unconsciously set for ourselves.
These standards could be intellectual or academic ideals; economic and lifestyle goals that we seek; ethical,
moral, and religious standards; athletic standards; views of how attractive we want to be; aesthetic standards; or
even something trivial, like how you want your room arranged, how you want other people not to bother you,
peaceful social relations, being the best looking person, or whatever. This is a sort of standard or law based
idolatry. A perfection-driven person always measures him/herself according to his/her own “law” or standards,
and always measures others by it, too.  

Sometimes  this  perfection-driven  nature  expresses  itself  in  a  perfectionistic  personality,  but  not
ncesessarily so. Pefection-driven people have their own sort of pride, and they often want to be the best in their
field or their “thing”, so they compete to outdo others. When others do better than they do, they can either get
frustrated with themselves, or jealous; or they can resign themselves to being second best. When they really do
poorly in what they strive for, they can become discouraged, depressed, or even become under-achieving Bart
Simpsons. Such people become easily angered when others don't meet their standards. They can become easily
upset by news of bad events or injustice in the world, or when other people mistreat them. They can get angry
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when others violate their standards in any area, from how to clean a room to musical tastes. 

If we get easily angered or depressed, we need to ask ourselves whether it's because we can't meet our
own standards, or because others violate our views of what things should be like. What do you think about when
your mind wanders, what do you think about, and what are those thoughts driven by? Do you like to spend time
and  effort  on  things  that  lead  to  some  kind  self-improvement  (be  it  hobbies,  extra  courses,  types  of
entertainment)? Do the things you do – both good and bad – motivated by pleasing yourself, pleasing others, or
pleasing  God?  (Be  honest  here.)  Are  your  behaviors  When you  try  hard  at  something  (like  studying,  for
example), are you driven by a desire for self-affirmation or self-approval, of meeting your standards of what you
should accomplish and become thru studying? Sure, we all want to be first, to be recognized by others, but is it
out of a perfection-driven nature, or another basic heart motive? 

Respect. 
Like the lawyer trying to justify himself to Jesus, or many of the Pharisees working hard to win honor

and respect of the people, many are driven by a desire for gaining respect from others. In doing so, we are in a
sense seeking worship from other people (a worship idolatry). This motive may drive us to do many of the same
things that perfectionists do, and in many of the same kinds of areas, but for a different goal. They are not so
concerned with self-improvement and self-approval, but approval of others, in order to feed their pride. But the
two motives can be interconnected. Maybe some people get their desire for self-approval because they tried and
failed to win their parents' approval. Respect-me people do what they do ultimately not to please God, and not
necessarily to help others, but to please others for their own benefit. It can express itself positively, by helping
others or trying to excel in good or at least neutral pursuits. Or respect-me people can express it negatively, by
trying to control  others.  For those kinds of respect-me's,  fear is  a type of respect. Hence we see people in
positions of authority driven by a need to be respected, be it positively or negatively. Respect-me's get angry,
upset, or depressed mainly when they don't meet their goals of gaining respect. They may strive for excellence
in some particular endeavor, but for the purpose of winning respect. 

Perhaps a good example was King Saul. Over time he became more obsessed with power, and seemed
more concerned with earning respect that pleasing God. He wasn't so concerned whether people liked him, such
as David. He became jealous when people sang of how Saul killed thousands of enemies, but David killed tens
of thousands. He tried to preserve some religious respectability by dishonesty about his intentions to others
(e.g., toward David), and by justifying and rationalizing his behavior (like when Samuel rebuked him). 

So we should ask ourselves whether we try to excel, do good things, or even do bad things, because we
want to get others' respect. We may even try to do well spiritually out of a false assumption that we can gain
God's approval or favor that way – a works-based spirituality. And when we are in a position of leadership,
spiritual or secular, we have to check if we are driven by a desire for respect (or fearful respect) from others.
Finally, legalism can come from a desire for respect (from others or from God by working for it), as well as
from a perfection-driven heart. 

Being liked.
The like-me personality is similar to the respect-me personality, except it is more motivated by actually

getting people to like you rather than respect you. It is more of a name or reputation idolatry than a worship
idolatry, where you want to be known and liked among as many people as possible. Like-me's behavior is driven
by a desire to be liked and be popular. They can get upset when when this goal is not met – when others do not
like  them,  or  when  their  reputation  or  popularity  is  threatened.  Like-me  types  may be  easily  tempted  to
compromise their moral principles or values to go along with the group, to be liked, to gain approval. They may
also strive to excel in some particular endeavor for the purpose of winning people's affirmation and to be liked
or popular. They may be prone to jealousy in a way similar to respect-me's. 
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Love.
The love-me personality is similar to the like-me, but s/he is more concerned with actual meaningful

love  from a  close  circle  of  friends  and/or  family  members,  and/or  a  significant  relationship  (boyfriend,
girlfriend, spouse). This is more of a love-idolatry that feeds their pride. They get upset easily if their needs for
affection are not met; in extreme cases, they can simply become affection-starved, lonely persons. They are less
concerned with approval of people generally, and more concerned with affection from a few closer people. They
may even be cold toward strangers,  and open to only a select  few people with whom they are actually or
potentially close to, or who are important to them as close friends or partners. 

Dealing with our heart motives.
Different sins can be expressed or motivated in different ways, according to our heart motives. For

example: Trying to please others or impress others could be driven by desires for likability, love, or respect.
When we indulge in materialism, it could be driven by a desire to have all the good things we can (perfection in
a twisted way), or a desire to impress others. How we remember and interpret our interactions with others are
filtered  by  our  heart  motives.  We  may  misinterpret  others’  behavior  toward  us  as  potential  threats  or
enhancements to our own personal likability, “lovability”, respectability, or “perfectability”, and thus use people
or distrust people accordingly. So we will tend to form friendships more based on how the other persons will
enhance our heart motive – whether being with the person will make you a better person (or how you can make
him/her a better person – an expression of the perfection-driven motive), make you more popular, and such. Our
earliest memories can even be an indicator of our heart motives. For example, your earliest childhood memory
might involve a violation of your heart motive, and it sticks in your head because you violated some moral or
social standard (perfection), or someone violated your sense of respect, likability, etc. 

Improper desires for perfection, love, popularity, being liked, and respect are different expressions of
our pride. More than that, they are ways of twisting and distorting the God-image in us, as we were created in
God’s image, but are sinful and fallen. These are all different aspects of worship, which is what we seek when
we indulge our heart motives. When we worship God, we are to acknowledge that he alone is perfect; and we
are  to  commit  our  utmost  love  and  respect  to  him,  and  seek to  declare  his  name to  everyone  as  part  of
worshiping God. Our pride (and the evil one) always attempts to misdirect these toward ourselves. 

Thus, we want to examine ourselves to see what heart motive(s) drive us, and to repent and reform our
heart motives into attitudes that are God-centered and God-focused, rather than self-focused and self-centered.
Perfection-driven people need to acknowledge that God alone is perfect, learn humility, accept their limitations,
and allow God to use them in their weakness. Love-me’s, like-me’s, and respect-me’s need to repent of their
desires for these self-centered goals, and confess their utmost love and respect to God, and find the love, liking,
and affirmation that they need directly from God, rather than seeking it selfishly from others. Respect-me’s need
to concern themselves with making God fully known and declaring his name, rather than themselves. Lastly, we
need to think about the specific areas in which our natural heart motives manifest themselves, and turn these
areas over to God.

Discussing heart motives.
In a Bible study, it would be impossible to go into all the above background, but this can help you

formulate and use some application questions about heart motives relevant to your particular study. This can
help us to better examine ourselves and apply the teachings of the passages to our lives, as a part of kingdom
living. A few of these kinds of questions could be incorporated into several of your Bible studies this semester.  

Discussion questions. 
Do not feel constrained by how this is organized; feel free to adapt any of these to your Bible studies. 
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General questions.
How would you define a “heart motive”?

What do you think are heart motives that deep down drive people to do good things? To do bad things? Can you
give some examples?

Are you trying to follow some sense of right and wrong? Some moral standard that you follow deep down in
your consciousness? Some beliefs about how things should be?  

Are you trying to be well respected? Are you trying to be well liked? Are you trying to get people to notice you?

Are you trying to get God to accept you thru the things you do?

Are you interested in getting certain people  to love you? Are you trying to find a  “certain someone” -- a
potential girlfriend / boyfriend / spouse? 

Think about whose approval (or attention, or affirmation) you seek when you do the following; deep down, are
you seeking your own approval, or someone else’s as a motivation?

• serve in the church or fellowship
• try to do well in school
• engage in casual conversation with classmates; with Christian friends; with family members
• engage in classroom discussions
• work on a research paper or thesis
• give presentations in class; present at conferences
• write a resume or interview for a job
• choosing a major, a university, or a company to work for 

What kinds of things upset you the most? For example:

• Someone violates your expectations or sense of how things should be.

• When you don’t get your way, or things aren’t like what you wanted or expected.

• Someone threatens your respectability or what others think of you. 

• Someone else presents a threat to your popularity or how others like you. 

• Someone hinders your attempts to gain affection and approval from people who are close to you – intimate
friends, a significant other, a potential girlfriend/boyfriend, a spouse, or family members.

Parables – general. 
How does this character remind you of yourself? 

What do you think this person’s heart motive is? -- What kind of basic motivation is driving the person’s
behavior? 

The good Samaritan; the unmerciful servant. 
When you treat other people well, what drives you to do so? What about when you do not act neighborly to
others? 

Is your good behavior driven by genuine love of God and love of others? 

Is it driven by a desire to be morally better or “perfect”? Could it be a sort of legalism or perfectionism?

Is your behavior (good or bad) driven by a desire to gain respect or to be liked by others, or to be loved by
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certain people? 

Are your motives different toward Christians versus non-Christians? 

Do you get upset too easily with people when they do something wrong? Especially when they do something
wrong against you? Do you find it hard to forgive them? Is it because they violated your sense of right and
wrong, of how things should be? Is your sense of standards balanced with biblical values of love, grace, mercy,
and forgiveness? 

The sower, the lost son, etc.
If you feel afraid to share, or for some reason just don’t share the gospel much, is it because you’re afraid of
what others might think of you? 

If so, is it because you desire their respect? Because you want them to like you? Because you think it would
discourage some particular close friends or significant persons from loving you? 

When you share, are you forceful? Aggressive? Do you try to plead with the person? Do you approach it as if
that person needs to conform to your standard of belief? Are you upset if they don’t listen to you? If you don’t
see them get saved? 

If you are not a born again Christian, what is stopping you? Is it because you think people would not like you as
much? You would not be as popular? Respected? Loved by certain people who are important to you? Is it
because Christianity doesn’t meet your sense of standards, or how things should be? 

The lost son, the unmerciful servant, etc.
What motives drive you to go your own way, apart from God’s will and his law? (e.g., desires for respectability,
fulfilling your own desires for a better life, finding love on your own...)

Do you  sometimes  look down on  other  Christians?  For  what  reasons?  Does  it  have  to  do  with  them not
conforming to your standards? What are your standards? Are they balanced and fully biblical? Consistent with
all that Scripture teaches? Are you setting yourself up as a judge in God’s place?

Do you also look down on non-believers for such reasons? 

Do you have trouble forgiving others? Letting go of past hurts, conflicts, and grudges? Reconciling with others?
Repenting of your own sins? Are you so confident of your own standards and belief in yourself, that you can’t
sincerely acknowledge your sin? Is repentance difficult for you?

Like the older brother in the lost son parable, do you feel jealous when others receive attention? When others
are recognized as spiritually effective or faithful? When a new or immature brother/sister receives attention or
commendation, or receive forgiveness? Do you feel jealous when others grow and prosper spiritually?

The rich fool; the rich man and Lazarus.
Do you like to buy things? Do you like to have a lot of certain kinds of things – e.g., books, CDs, clothes,
money? Is it because you think it will somehow make you a better person, or make your life better? Is it God’s
will for you to buy so many of those things? 

Do want to get a lot of money? Material things? Is it because you think people will like you more if you do?
Respect you? Because certain people who are important and close to you will love you? 
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Repentance and change.
Are you driven by desire for perfection or standards? Respect? Being liked? Being loved? 

How can you change your heart motive? What would be a more biblical way to reform your heart motive? How
can you make your desires more God-centered rather than self-centered? 

Are the standards you live by consistent with all of God’s word? Are they biblically balanced – e.g., is your
moral rightness balanced with a strong sense of compassion, grace, and mercy? How might your desire for
standards or perfection be a form of pride? How might they be contrary to God’s sole claim to perfection? To
his right to judge others and administer justice?

How could you instead learn humility? Acknowledge God alone as perfect, just, able to judge, etc.? Learn to
accept your limitations? Let God use you in your weakness? 

Do you seek love, affirmation, and other emotional needs primarily from other people? What would it mean for
you to rely solely on God for meeting these emotional needs – for your deepest psychological and emotional
needs? How could you make your attitude God-centered? Could you learn to deny yourself, and focus on giving
God love, respect, honor, praise, and worship, as a core attitude of your life? How do you deny yourself and find
your emotional needs met by God at the same time? In light of this, what would it mean for Christ to really be
all that you need? (the all-sufficiency of Christ) 

Instead of seeking respect or popularity for yourself, how could you make your attitude God-focused? E.g., by
seeking primarily to see God worshiped and his name make known? 
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